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Explore your spiritual and human existence within the bounds of natural imagery and look into the

energies, fears, and wrong beliefs that are holding you back from having the best life possible. Via

Shamanism studies, these 44 beautifully drawn oracle cards on black background will help you

learn the importance of symbolism in the human psyche. Discover for yourself and others the

energies surrounding situations in life that can hinder or assist you along your path of

self-awareness and healing. Whether a novice or skilled reader, the messages found in these cards

and the accompanying guidebook will give you the insight, personal empowerment, and trust in your

own intuitive abilities and will allow you to begin an energetic healing journey that is precisely

tailored to you. Consider the universal symbols and energetic messages these cards have for you.

Begin living a life of spiritual clarity, energetic oneness, and personal empowerment.
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"Shamanic Healing might have many typical Oracle-deck characteristics. It doesnt have a system, it

has keywords on the front, it has 44 cards, focuses on nature and the addendum healing is a

common denominator. However the use of sketch-like art, muted colors, golden edges and glossy

black cards makes it stand out. I would not be surprised if it attracts a different type of reader;

maybe even a this is my first oracle type. Much to my delight creator Michelle Motuzas made a deck

that can give straightforward and deep answers as a stand-alone. Not just that helpful uplifting

message *after* a tarot reading. Shamanic Healing has more to say than all will be alright and it

does it in a classy way that I normally dont even associate with the word class. And what reviewer

doesnt like to be surprised? If you were looking for an oracle to try out, why not give this one a voice



in between your other decks." - Michelle Motuzas, The Queen's Sword.

Native New Englander Michelle Motuzas is an explorer of Spiritual and Human existence within the

bounds of natural imagery, with her background in Shamanism. She seeks to connect the energy of

the physical and spiritual being within her artwork.

I own over twenty decks of oracle/tarot cards. I was pleasantly surprised by the box that holds the

deck. I love the magnetic seal and ribbons. It makes it so easy to open and work with!! I like the

depth that these cards hold, they are full of beautiful imagery and symbolism. Definately a

worthwhile investment!

The energy and beauty in these cards amazes me! I've worked with many decks as I'm a

professional reader and collector, and very few of the decks I've used match what this deck has

done for me. I highly recommend this deck to anyone who appreciates sensing the energy as they

read.

The Shamanic Healing Oracle cards come in a box, are edged in gold, with an accompanying book.

The artwork is done in a darker tone with black and blue seeming to be the overlay for all the cards.

Yet there are many colors used for emphasizing the images. While it has a dark and somewhat

mysterious feel to the deck, I didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t feel any worries or negative tones; I felt a deep

connection with the magical world of the Shamanic Healing pulled from different time periods and

ancient lifestyles. The one negative is actually the cards themselves, they are on the thin side and

were stuck together which made pulling them apart difficult, some of the edges on my cards frayed

and spilt as tried get them apart. I was not being heavy handed with the cards, I was working them

apart gently. The gold ended up scraping off and a couple of cards almost pealed apart. I expected

a better card stock for a deck that is $20.00. We all know about having expectations

donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t we LOL, they never get met LOL.

Most beautiful cards. They speak beyond words. Thank you Michelle!

The artwork for these cards is hauntingly beautiful. I used them for the first time this morning for a

Past/Present/Future spread and the message given was dead on.Like others, I do wish the cards

were a matte finish, but it doesn't detract from the power of them. Also, one of the cards had a small



portion of the gold lining missing straight out of the box, but it isn't a huge distraction.

Beautiful cards that I connected with immediately. My only complaint is the glossy background. I like

to take pictures of the cards so I can post my readings and it was a challenge to get pictures of

these as my reflection kept showing up no matter what type of light I was shooting in. That's my

problem though - the cards are wonderful!

I have used a lot of oracle cards but I have to say these have been the most powerful! I love them.

Beautifully illustrated. Succinct messages. Lots of room left for intuitive interpretation. The author

has studied symbology but doesn't overdo it in her use of symbols. I was able to clearly hear from

my spirit guides using these cards.
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